








DLS C6
Technology:
The solid bass chassis and the 19 mm tweeter,
protected by narrow ribs, gave a consistently
solid impression. The wrong label on the 12
decibel descant connector for sound level
reduction caused considerable confusion in
the auto-hifi laboratory.
Sound:
The Swedish compo did a very sensitive and
pleasant job. It gave a surprisingly clean and
highly convincing performance, with a dry and
clearly structured bass, and a quiet, but
detailed descant.

Assessment Points
Sound (50) 28
Maximum sound pressure (20) 12
Equipment (20) 14
Finish (10) 4
Total points (maximum points 100) 58
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Net result
At first sight, the test results appear to be
clear. Both the Focal Access 165-A and DLS
C6 test winners cost about 200 Euro, and have
thus proved, that it pays to spend a bit more
money. First class music consumption is
hardly free of charge and finally, even 190 Euro
is a good price for the twin cone PX165 from
Audio System.

But what is this? Right behind these three top
systems, we suddenly find two price breakers,
the Jackson SP615 for a tasty 100 Euro and the
Mac Audio Mac Dynamic 2.16 for 130 Euro.
This means that it is obviously fully possible
to offer sensible systems at bargain basement
prices, despite brutal economy restrictions.
And one look at the table also shows that not
every loudspeaker that costs a bit more,
necessarily has to be better than a more
reasonably priced one.

And even quite moderately priced systems
below 100 Euro can also be worth your money.
The Blaupunkt GT 217 costing 80 Euro was
convincing, with adequate sound and solid
sound pressure; lastly Sony offers the XS-HA
1726 with a never before seen accessory
overkill, which at any rate contributes to the
cost of the speaker.
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